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K'lhhi Leonard Gordon
By Pete Armstrong
In the college's 160 vear histnrv iraHiiinnt
sprung to life that define the experiences
F Kenyon students. Now a new iraHitinn k
lakng shape. This year Kenyon has its first
I -
The Color
Hirple
The Efenvon
llev Hiwmm. computer operator al The Olin Cominiler Center, helm a student M a terminal.
system is larger than the old system, it can
perform more functions and sustain more
data.
While it is still against College policy to use
cither the Olin or Crawford systems for word
processing, a personal computer (PC) center
is in the works. The PC center, which will be
located within the Crawford Graphics
Center, is scheduled for completion in
November. Students will be able to use this
center for academic word processing. The
Rabbi makes history at Kenyon
Jewish Chaplain, Rabbi Leonard Gordon.
Ordained a Conservative Rabbi in 1985,
Gordon brings to Kenyon a diverse educa-
tional background: He received his B.A. at
Columbia, spent two years at the Hebrew
University in Jerusalem, studied for a
Masters at Brown University, and went back
to Columbia for his PhD.
Gordon's wife, English professor Lori
Lcfkovii, was offered a job teaching at Ken-
yon as well as at USC and in Tel Aviv. Presi-
dent Jordan expressed interest in establishing
a Jewish Chaplaincy at Kenyon, which pro-
vided an ideal opportunity for Lefkovitz and
Gordon. Gordon is presently finishing his
dissertation and finds Kenyon a "good place
to study." His job as chaplain fills only half
of his time, although it includes lecturing for
IPHS, teaching one course, and counselling
students.
Gordon's goal, through his position, is to
"pull the different aspects of Jewish life on
campus together." He adds, "Eight percent
of Kcnyon's population is Jewish, which is
higher than the national average, and for-
tunately Kenyon has a great tradition of
see Rabbi Dave eiulil
College is providing the IBM compatible PC
program "Word Perfect 4.1" free of charge
for student use.
Besides the advantage of having a better
word processing system than a mainframe
computer, students will also use their own
disks. When using personal computers,
By Rick Kessler
The start of another year at Kenyon has
brought with it a new freshman class and a
new twist to the ongoing problem of housing '
the student populace.
The cause of the current housing problems
does not lie with the class of 1990. According
to Robert Reading, Assistant Dean of Stu-
dent Residences, and John Kushan, Senior Ad-
visor to Admissions, the problem lies with largejunior and sophomore classes remaining on
campus, while an extraordinarily small class
has just graduated. The result is a serious
housing shortage among upperclassmen
which is expected to remain until the larger
classes of '88 and '89 have graduated.
The expanded population has lead to over-
crowding in Old Kenyon and Leonard Hall.
Stories abound about doubles being con-
verted into triples and singles into doubles.
According to Reading, these rooms were of-
fered "initially at the request of the students"
to fill their demands for housing in these dor-
mitories. The rooms in question were origi-
nally designed for their current capacity and
had only been serving as doubles or singles
during recent years. In order to make
students more comfortable, many of the
rooms have been equipped with loft fur-
niture. The loft furniture system economizes
NCAA stance on
drugs evaluated:
a personal overview
Thursday, September 11, 1986
has ' VXhis .
- Awaited computer expansion nears final completion
g By Pamela Neckers
kenyon is currently in the final stages of
expanding available computer services. The
'renovation of the Crawford Computer
(Center on the lower floor of Philip Mather,
and the new computer center located at the
south entrance of the Olin Library are the
first phases of the new system. A third pers-
onal computer system is also planned.
The Crawford Graphics Center, the com-
puter center students may have used in the
past, has been renovated. A new VAX 730
computer system has replaced the old system.
The new system is more powerful than the
old one, and is used for plotting and
graphing.
1 The Olin Computer Center is housed in the
new library. Instead of installing another
mini computer system similar to the old
xxstem formerly in the Crawford Center, the
College has installed a VAX 8600 supermini
computer system. The VAX 8600 is a state-o- l
the-a- rt system which can accommodate
many users and- - is easy to work with. There
are 64 terminals in the Olin Center and
around campus that arc connected to this
sxsiem.
The VAX 8600 system can be used for pro-
gramming as well as mathematical and
statistical work. Census data is also being
programmed into the system by the
Economics Department. Since the VAX 8600
students will be able to store their own papers
on their personal disks instead of storing the
papers within a mass system. This assures
that students will have access to their papers
at any time. It will be possible also for
students to save their papers for future
reference. With the old system, any papers
stored during the course of the year were
erased at the year's end. Hopefully, by
becoming acquainted with personal com-
puters now, students will be better prepared
to use micro computers in the future,
whether for business or pleasure.
Workshops will be held to introduce
students to the available facilities in both the
Olin and Crawford Centers. Later, after the
PC center is finished, workshops will be of-
fered for word processing. The College is also
currently looking for someone to fill a direc-
torial position for the new computer centers.
With ihe first (wo phases of a new com-
puter system completed, and the third and
final phase on the way, Kcnyon is in the pro-
cess of developing "one of the finest com-
puter systems in the area," says John K. Lut-lo- n,
Chemistry professor & temporary Direc-
tor of Computer Services. Life on the hill has
entered the computer age.
Housing crunch temporarily solved
space by utilizing the clothing storage and
desk-bookshe- lf areas as supports for an
elevated bed.
Reading admits that filling Old Kenyon
and Leonard to capacity was not the ideal solu-
tion to the problem. Some unusual solutions
were found, however, to relieve the crowding
problem in these dorms, especially Middle
Leonard.
The first of these solutions involved plac-
ing 13 students in two houses ordinarily
reserved for faculty. This became a viable op-
tion late in the summer when the two houses
were vacated by their usual residents. Finding
students for these houses presented a unique
problem to the Office of Student Residences,
due to the short notice. In consultation with
students working and living in Gambier dur-
ing the summer, Reading hoped to identify
students who were both willing and best
suited to live in housing generally reserved
for faculty.
In addition to occupation of the aforemen-
tioned houses by students, students can also
be found living in the Caples and Mather
apartments. Four students are currently
residing in Professor Kirk Emmert's house,
an arrangement which was engineered by
Emmert and then approved by Reading.
we Housing nutieeixhi
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New editorial policy
This space has traditionally been reserved for the weekly Collegian editorial.
This year we hope to break tradition, not in the sense of eliminating the editor-
ial, but by ahcrine its nature, by rcfinding its original function. In the past our
editorials have failed to take a strong stance on issues pertaining to the Kenyon
Community.
More often than not this, lack of editorial punch has been due, not to the
individuals that make up the Editorial Hoard and form the editorial opinion,
but to the nature of the Board as a whole. In the past the Editorial Board has
been composed of seven or eight students whose characteristics represented
almost all groups of Kenyon students-libera- ls, conservatives, men, women
fraternity members, independents, etc. This sounds good m theory, but in
practice it renders the Editorial Board ineffectual. For eight diverse (or at least
as diverse as Kenyon gets) people to come up with one cogent, clear,
well-point-
ed
argument is too much to ask. The result of this was usually editorials
all sides of the issue, not beingwhich started off stating an issue, then presenting
and stating that the issue needs furtherable to come up with a solution finally
attention.
This year the Editorial Board has been chosen, not for its diversity within
the Kcnvon student body, but for its similarities. The people who form this
year's editorial board share broad ideological positions, yet are
self-cntic- al
enough to recognize the merits of other points of view. It is hoped that this will
enable the editorials of the Collegian to take strong stands on important cam-
pus issues and not to be watered down due to diversity.
It is important to note that the aim of the editorials is not to "indoctrinate"",
but to articulate ideas and issues that are important to life at Kenyon. The
Editorial Board acknowledges that its opinions are not the only opinions that
exist at Kenyon, and thus the Collegian would be happy to serve as a forum for
well thought-ou- t and articulate views, whether antagonistic or sympathetic.
-- Ann Davies and Michael Pierce
Tho Kenyon
Editors-in-Chie- f: Ann Davies and Michael Pierce
Managing Editor: Laurie Cole
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THE READERS WRITE
letters to the Editor. All submissions must beThe Kenyon Collegian encourages
signed and typed, double spaced. The Editor reserves the right to edit all material
while maintaining the original intent of the submission.
Looking for Mrs. Goodbar
To the Editor:
I was the student receptionist on duty at
the Rotunda entrance to Union Theological
Seminary on Broadway Avenue in New York
City on Thursday, May 22,. 1986, when a
woman entered and asked the location of the
nearest restroom. She soon returned and we
She had longstruck up a conversation.
brown hair, brown eyes (they sparkled so
much and were so beautiful 1 don't remember
for certain what color they were), a bit of a
tan and was about 5'7" tall. I think that she
had on an antique sun dress. 1 thought her
eyes and face were marvelous and sat there
talking to her as if I had known her for years.
Suddenly, a young man appeared to her left
and asked where she had been. He quickly
explained that the reason he had not let her
use the restroom at a Columbia fraternity
house was because he thought she would get
picked up for sure if he did.
I had told her the news that I was
graduating the next day and might soon be an
associate pastor. Seeing her friend appear
she turned immediately and headed for th
door. Just before she opened it, she turnej
around and called out to me that she wouk
tpp mp cnon in a church. I thoueht she mean
that she might come to my graduation, j
started to run after her, but it all happened
quickly I didn't know what to think. Th,
minute she let the door close, her friend turne.1
and ran after her. Who was she? What dij
she mean that she would see me soon? Shi
told me only that she and her friend werj
students at Kenyon College and that she wai
visiting her boyfriend in Connecticut. M
name is Bob Rhea. 1 am not yet ordaine;
and might never be. My address is 209 Sur
nybrook Dr., Bristol, TN. 37620. Plea-wri- te
soon and let me know who you are!
might be leaving for Germany in October,
used to live and study over there.
Sincere!)
Bob Rhe
Campus Sohio
Servicing Domestic and Foreign Vehicles
101 Brooklyn St., Gambier 427-331- 0
Bed and Breakfast Guest House
10728 Kenyon Ron
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Trillan opens Faculty Lectureships
By Margot Greenlee
Calvin Trillin, the author of the weekly
columns Uncivil Liberties" and "With All
Disrespect," will be the first speaker or this
year's Faculty Lectureship program. As
someone who has published solidly reported
Pieces in the New York Times for more than
twenty years, Trillin has been acclaimed in
many diverse fields of writing. His antic com-
mentary of the American scene has earned
him reknown as "a classic American
humorist."
In whatever sort of writing he docs, Trillin
has an unpretentious point of view that is
deeply rooted in a Midwestern upbringing.
He was born and raised in Kansas City,
Missouri, and his writings relied his
hometown experiences.
Trillin graduated Irom Yale in 1957, served
ln 'he U.S. Army, then joined Time
FEATURES
magazine. After a year or covering the South
from the Atlanta bureau, he became a writer
lor Time in New York. In 1963, he became a
staff writer for The New Yorker. From 1967
to 1982, he produced a highly praised series
of articles called "U.S. Journal," and rrom
1978 through 1985, he was a columnist for
The Nation. His three books on eating,
which he sometimes refers to as "the tummy
trilogy," arc Americun Fried (1974), Alice,
Lei's Eul (1978) and Third Helpings (1983).'
Trillin has also published two comic
novels. Since 1978, he has been a regular
guest on "The Tonight Show" with Johnny
Carson, and he has appeared a number of
times on such programs as "The Dick Cavett
Show" and "Laienight With David Letter-man.- "
Calvin Trillin will be speaking on Tuesday,
September 16th at 11:00 am in the Biology
Auditorium and 8:00 pm in Rosse Hall.
Taft donates WKCO equipment
By Ann Kowalski
WKCO, 91.9 FM, will embark on an ex- -'
Clmg future of programming when they hit
"wairwaveTon Monday, September 15. The
.
nation's emphasis this year is on quality or
sound, encompassing the technical aspects or
lhc station, as well as broadcasting content.
oad
Concerning ,he engineering aspects, im-
provements have been made in the form of
(54 equipment donation and hours of
O.Wicaied work by WKCO's Chief Engineer
Wp Phcn Ml-'Crockli- n, assisted by Professor
ccr Collings or the Physics Department.
,n"
Broadcasling Corporation has providedWk
,
KCO with an exciting addition to its equip-3ns'mcn- l-
'he optomod will increase the loudness
sound quality or WKCO's broadcasts.
Along with this new addition, the existing
antenna has been rebuilt and remounted. A
room on the second level of Chase Tower has
been renovated to house and protect the
transmitter. Also, the room will allow for
quicker and easier maintenance of the equip-
ment.
Complimenting the dedication or the
technicians is this year's energetic executive
staff headed by Bill Horner. An emphasis on
more extensive educational and community
service programming, a new training pro-
gram Tor beginning D.J.s, and improvements
in the news department are a few of the ways
the executive staff hopes to utilize WKCO's
improved broadcasting quality.
The station will air nightly classical and
jazz shows, and an hour of educational and
informative programming. This expanded
seeWCKO puxe eight
Splash. Directed by Ron Howard. Starring
Tom Hanks, Daryl Hannah, Eugene Levy
and John Candy. Ill minutes. 1984.
Splash is an old-fashion- ed love story with a
new twist -t- he heroine has fins! Daryl Han-
nah stars as Madison, a beguilingly beautiful
mermaid who surfaces on Manhattan's shore,
determined to find the man of her dreams.
Tom Hanks (Bachelor Purty, The Man with
One Red Shoe) is the susceptible young
bachelor who falls hopelessly in love with her
when she sprouts legs and follows him home.
SCTV's John Candy and Eugene Levy give
superb comic performances. Candy is the
hero's hilarious brother and Levy is the
fanatical, unromantic marine scientist who
would like to sec Madison languishing in an
observation tank. Luminous photography,
flawless casting and director Ron Howard's
magic touch make this gentle, offbeat fan-
tasy about love and loneliness
irrcsistable. - Kent Allurd
tuft,
The Apu Trilogy, Part I: Pal her Punch ali.
Directed by Satyajit Ray. Starring Kanu Ban-nerje- e
and Karuna Bannerjce. 112 minutes.
1955. In Indian with English subtitles.
Satyajit Ray's masterpiece, The Apu
Trilogy, follows the li fe or Apu from
childhood to manhood. Pather Panchali, the
first film or the trilogy, focuses on the daily
life of young Apu as he and his family strug-
gle to survive in a remote Bengali village.
Ray's compassionate and poetic observation
of village life won a special award at Cannes
and brought Indian cinema into world pro-
minence.
The Kenyon Film Society will be showing
all three parts of the World ol" Apu trilogy;
Apurajito and The World of Apu will be
presented in the weeks to come. -- Jeff
Richards
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Art show in Olin Gallery displays talents of Alumni
H
J..-- V
-
ozte highlights of the Alumni show in Olin Gallery is Michael Jensen's
' Fisherman." - -
By Carolyn Harper
The alumni show ai the gallery in Olin
' Library should not be missed. Not only does
it mark the opening of the new gallery, but it
is interesting as documentary of what dif- -
, fcrcnt Kenyon graduates are doing artisticall-
y. The gallery's location is ideal since it is
much more accessible than the old Colburn
Gallery. It is located on the ground floor of
ear,
,
Olin and is easily seen but not easily entered,
the ' You must first go up the stairs into the library
ned and then down the spiral staircase into the)uld gallery. The exhibition space is also more in-
fant lercsting than Colburn Gallery's, being semi-n- .
I divided into smaller areas. This allows one's
d so attention to be more focused upon a smaller
especially important for this particular show,
which is marked by diversity. The works
range from cartoons, illustrational and
graphic designs to abstract and semi-abstra- ct
paintings and sculptures.
Those not greatly interested in art will
probably be drawn to the cartoons by
Borgman and Watterson; these are delight-
fully fresh and funny in a fine art setting.
Some of the other illustrational work is
disappointing, however, because it is purely
illustrational and trite, rather than
humorous. Terri Betts' print entitled
"Dogwood" falls into this category. While it
would be a charming gift for grandmothers
or ideal for stationary design, it is not a work
ot art in the real sense of the word.The
ned
number of art works a. one time. This is Tw0 of the most interesting figurative
works shown are a photograph by Andrew
- Brilliant and a small sculpture by Jack
Pipley. The photograph, entitled "Taking
Off', is a marvelous image of little girl flying
through the air while an adult seems almost
motionless, playing the piano in the
background. Although the two figures seem
dissimilar in almost every respect, there is a
feeling of deep concentration that is the same
in both of them.
Ripley's wooden sculpture entitled
"Junior" is both provocative and amusing;
the artist has struck a delicate balance be-
tween the innocence and gaiety of the flowers
and the sexual urgency of the figure. He (it)
simultaneously offers flowers and brandishes
his club so that he is both baiting and
beckoning to the viewer.
An interesting aspect of this shew is that it .
has representatives from so many different
movements in modern art. One of these, an
untitled painting by David Sirome, is an' ex-
ample of minimalism that is 'nice', but it
takes the viewer nowhere and raises no ques-
tions, whether visually or conceptually.
Reminiscent of the Op Art of the I960's is
"Plains Geometry" by Debra Millard. This
quilt is not only a beautiful piece of crafts-
manship, but it can stand on its own as a true
work of art. In viewing it from a distance, it '
can easily be mistaken for a painting. It is in-
teresting to note that Ms. Millard used a
computer to design this pattern. Thus it is a
wonderful example of old world crafts-
manship working with new age technology.
Stephen Pavlovics' work entitled "I see; or
the disillusion of self through the realization
of Buddha Nature in all things" stands out
mostly because of its large size and lengthy
title. This kind of conceptual art is supposed
to make one think and question oneself as
well as the art piece. Too often than not,
however, I find this kind of work devoid of
all reeling; that is the problem I have with
w ART pane eiiihi
Films
The
Color
PiirpUs
The Color Purple. Directed by Steven
Spielberg. Starring Whoopi Goldberg, Dan-
ny Glover, and Adolph Caesar. 155 minutes
1985.
Alice Walker's joyous Pulitzer Prize-winnin- g
novel. The Color Purple, comes to
the screen as Steven Spielberg's most power-
ful, personal film to date. An intimate storv
of suffering, endurance, and triumph set in
the early 20th century rural South, The Color
Purple is a distinctive and deeply moving film
revolving around one black family and their
particular struggles. Whoopi Goldberg
makes her screen debut as Celie Johnson, a
browbeaten, much abused, nearly illiterate
black farm girl, who in the course of 40
years, grows into a woman of self-assuran- ce
and wit, a woman with her own dreams and
her own identity. The Color Purple, with its
uplifting story and remarkable perfor-
mances, is bound to become considered one
of the all-ti- me classic films. -- JefJ Richards
The Russians are
coming, The Russians
are coming
The Russians Are Coming, the Russians are
Coming. Directed by Norman Jewison. Star-
ring Carl Reiner, Alan Arkin, Eva Marie
Saint, and Jonathan Winters. 125 minutes
1966.
The Russians are coming and it's every
man lor himself, There's really no hurry,
however, because it turns out that they're just
as inept as we arc. Still it's great fun watching
a small New England coastal town turn into a
bunch of would-b- e Paul Reveres attempting
to thwart the "red peril. "-J- erry Eldini
Exeter
Freshman year it is sort of fun lo walk into
rooms full of people you don't know, and
tackle the prospect of meeting "all those peo-
ple." By the time junior year rolls around, the
idea has somehow lost a bit of its appeal.
Well, it was my second week of student life at
Exeter University, and I wandered into a
room of 70 or so students, waltzing. I had
signed up for ballroom dancing the previous
week, and there I was, without a partner, or a
soul that 1 knew among those waltzing bodies,
coupled by the fact that I had just arrived an
hour late, coming from a formal dinner I had
attended in my hall.
So what is a "typical" loud and pushy
American to do when faced with such a situa-
tion? . . . What else? learn the Cha-cha-ch- a.
The instructors were just beginning the
lessons on the Cha-ch- a, so I immediately
followed along and tried to figure out exactly
which was my left foot, and which my right. I
vaguely learned the steps. Bui then I was faced
with the problem of a dancing partner, as 1
did not have one.
I looked around this large room, and just
about everyone was matched up with some-
one else. Out of the corner of my eye, I spot-
ted a rather attractive fellow, standing by his
Village Market
427-280- 1
Open 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Monday - Saturday
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Class of '87 returns to Kenyon from off-camp-us studies
.-
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Overview
By Adam Smith
More-- and more Kenyon students arc
choosing to spend all or pari of their junior
year studying off-campu- s. Over one hundred
students have returned lo Gambier this lull
continent exceptfrom programs on every
Antarctica, and this year Off-Camp- us
Studies Director Jane Wcmhocner is expect-
ing 135 students to study elsewhere.
She says part of the reason for the
popularity of these programs is Kenyon's
strong Modern Foreign Language and Inter-
national Relations Departments, and there is
also a national trend of increased global
awareness and interest in overseas study.
Wcmhocner says students from every ma-
jor have had successful experiences abroad,
and only a "handful" fail to receive credits.
Students will receive credit for approved
courses if they obtain at (cast a C- - average,
but the grades do not become part of their
Kenyon CiPA (with the exception of the Kcn-yon-Exc- tcr
exchange). Returning students
are currently meeting with Wcmhocner to
evaluate their programs and confirm credits,
and she predicts only about a half-doze- n will
fail to receive full credit.
So far the students she has met with have-al- l
reported very positive experiences, though
"negatives were seen. ... If you study in In-
dia, you're going to be surrounded by pover-
ty," she remarks.
One aspect of off-camp- us study that she
has found to be difficult for many is the
eventual return lo Kenyon. She said many
students who have spent a year studying
m
exciting cities and travelling throughout the
world feel a sense of claustrophobia when
of Gambier. Still,they return to the confines
she believes students "invariably come back
excited about sharing new ideas, and some
so much more after asay they iike Kenyon
year abroad. ... The experience com-
plements Kenyon."
Among the many benefits OCS students
receive from their international exposure is
the fact that il is very helpful in the job
market. Wcmhocner feels employers arc at-
tracted has studied abroad,to a person who
because that person will be an excellent com-
municator, easily adaptable, capable of com-
promise, and willing to lake risks.
She describes the typical OCS student as
very independent. "All want to sec and study
something different, or, to use a cliche, ex-
pand their horizons," she remarks. Most
begin to consider the possibility ol par-
ticipating in the Off-Camp- us Studies program
early in their Kenyon careers, and many
freshmen arrive with plans lo spend junior
year abroad. "Freshman year is definitely not
too early to start thinking about it," she ad-
vises.
Wemhoener says she is particularly excited
about her OCS work this year because of the
addition of Marilyn Stokes to the OCS Of-
fice. Stokes is a native of London, who has
been living in America for the past eight
years.
r
lonesome on one side of the room. Hoping
not to miss a minute of this new learning ex-
perience, 1 casually questioned whether he
had a partner. To my surprise, he did not,
and agreed lo whisk me about the room thai
evening. At this point I realized that 1 was no
longer a shy freshman, but rather, a deter-
mined junior on the opposite side of the
Atlantic, occasionally wondering exactly
what I was doing there. But that is another
story -- back to the dance floor.
This kind gentleman, Scan, just happened
to be a marvelous dancer. I, of course,
discovered that I had two or three left feet,
and proceeded to step on his feet, stumble,
and generally be a super-klut- z. (I also ended
up having to define the word KLUTZ, since
Sean's facility in Yiddish was rather limited.)
After tackling the Cha-ch- a with relative suc-
cess, we were told to practice the Waltz,
which I had missed earlier. I was quickly
taught the steps by Scan, who really seemed
to know about this ballroom dancing stuff. I
was impressed by his expertise, but it didn't
really strike me as out of the ordinary, since
the English have such a reputation for refine-
ment. But there is just a little twist to this
talc.
As class was finishing for the evening, the
instructor turned to where Sean and I were
dancingstanding, and called on Sean. It
turned out that my dancing partner was, in
fact. President of the Ballroom Dancing
Society at Exeter. I was ever so slightly amus-
ed by this fact. No wonder he knew all the
steps. Sean was a great dancer and a definite
Englishman, And, boy, could he Rhumba. I
successfully mastered the Waltz, Quickstep,
Cha-ch- a, Rhumba, Jive, and a few other par-
ty dances, as they called them. I enjoyed
having a personal tutor, and it certainly made
my Monday evenings a good time in merry ol'
Exeter.
Lilly Coren
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Lilly Goren, James Sokol. and Chris Shea.
Aran Islands
The Aran Islands are three barren little
islands off the central west coast of Ireland,
not far from Galway. It was the last place in
the world 1 expected to see someone 1 know.
Late last October, a few friends of mine
and I made a day trip to Inishmore, the
largest of the islands, during a weekend break
from school in Dublin. The ferry to the
island is the only link with the mainland,
aside from the few planes that fly to the three
islands. In other words, these islands are
isolated. Really, these islands aren't much
more than hunks of rock that jut out of the
cold, dark Atlantic Ocean, with a few hearty
souls and a few cows who live there. The peo-
ple there speak Irish almost exclusively.
After reaching port on Inishmore, we got
rid of our sea-leg- s by walking to the nearest
pub for a pint and then setting out to see
what we could see. We didn't see any Bloom-ingdales- '.
Walking around the island, 1 got
the feeling that I was in a place few people
will ever have the chance to visit. It's a
strange place, in the cold mist and brisk
wind. After six hours on Inishmore, I felt
completely separate from my life off the
island. That's why what was to happen
caught me totally by surprise.
Our group headed back to the port in the
late afternoon in order to get the ferry back
to the mainland. It was then dusk, which
comes at 4 o'clock or so in late October in
Ireland. Walking along the pier toward the
boat, I noticed a strange look on the face of
my friend next to me. He was looking behind
me. I followed his gaze and turned to find
Jim Rossman and Alison Stone, two 1985
graduates of Kenyon. They spotted me first,
and the looks on their faces must have caught
my friend's attention. I guess they couldn't
believe it, either. I was amazed, happy, ex-
cited and curious. We embraced and said
hello. They had been travelling through
Ireland and decided to spend the weekend on
Inishmore. The fact that it was the same
weekend I had chosen to visit the little island
was too much to grasp. All we could do was
shake our heads and smile. Three Kenyon
faces found themselves in the same tiny nook
of Ireland. The sheer coincidence still amazes
me.
On the ferry back to the mainland and
Galway, we caught up on each other's recent
pasts. Literally as the sun set, we stood on the
bow of the boat leaving the Aran Islands
talking about Kenyon. That is a strange but
very happy memory.
Chris Shea
Paris,Tunis
Before leaving for France, I had never
heard anything about the city in which I
wn.MH he living for a year, except that it was a
filled-i- n dot in the Rand McNally World
Atlas. Then came the rush of "Oh, isn t it a
small world? - I have a friend in Nantes (the
filled-i- n dot), and "You must look up . . .'
So, off to France 1 go, thinking I'll be run
nin'g into or getting calls from friends o'
friends in this metropolis on the Loire.
After arriving in Nantes and finding that
i
I figured thawas not a booming metropolis,
"running into" these people might even hap
nrn hv coincidence. To make a long stor
short, these "expected coincidences" neve
took nlace. However, I "got my lill
elsewhere. One weekend I decided to "up and
en" to Paris. After the three-hou- r train ride,
checked into a youth hostel, and then wen
out on the town. For those who have neve
heen to Paris, you must understand that it i
truly a metropolis-- 20 districts, hundreds o
streets, etc. So "running into" someone is nc
likely. So there 1 was bopping around th
1 atin Quarter for all of 25 minutes, on m
way to a different district when I turned th
corner and heard "JAMES!!!" 1 turned, ev
peeling to find one of my friends who wa
studvine either in Paris or maybe in Name
Indeed, there was Kirk Anderson (C.O.U.h
Paris, one of the programs in France). A suj
prise, yes, but then the shock came when j
found him flanked by Chris Shea and Lil.j
Goren, who were there passing through
,
ej
r- - ,1
route to their programs in uuoun, ueidi..
and Exeter, England, respectively. Aft;
picking my jaw up off the ground, we toe
died around Paris together. Yet my jaw w;
destined to return to the ground the very ne
day when 1 ran into Cindy Knox, who j
also passing through for only a few hours,
front of the Opera.
Okay, so Paris is sprawling and I've run i"
to four Kenyonites-ye- s, the world is shrin.
ing a bit, but Paris is a popular place to vis
. . . Can we talk Tunisia?
Why Tunisia? Well, everyone else claim-experience- d
either temporary insanity or mi
brain rot. "Why not?" 1 said. Okay, so I ha
pen not only to be an American, but also
Jew travelling to an Arab country that ha
pens to have Libya knocking ai its side doc
Not to mention that three days previous
my flight, the terrorist attack on EL A
flight counters had taken place in Rome a
Vienna and next was to be Paris. So, "Bra
Rot" Sokol says, "No problem, I'm not flyi
EL AL." Off I toddle to Paris to catch ij
flight, and learn that PLO headquarters hi
been stationed in Tunisia. "Great, now I c
have lunch with Kaddafi, and tea with Arafa
The parents aren't happy!!!
We landed in Tunisia without any hijackir
and I even make it to the hotel, which is J
. hour and a half from the capital. The wee
including New Year's, is wonderful in ij
land of camels, couscous and terrorists, fl
one of the last days, I walk through the he
bar to meet some "new friends" at a tabic
the back. There I find a wandering Kcnye
ite. Tim Whealon. who stepped out of t
British rains to find some sunshine sure
one heck of a step! Suddenly the world h
'shrunk to the size of a grain of couscc
(we're talking small). Who would ever i
agine bumping into someone in Tunisia,
those of you who thought Gambier was sm
will receive the same shock as I did when
realize that even the seven continents co
bincd aren't much bigger.
James So'
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New York City
Art can be very dirty, depending on who
you do il with. No, it's not what you may
think ! Working on a wall mural measuring
45-fe- et long and 13-fe- et high, using chunks
of charcoal that even a basketball player
would find difficult to grip proved to be a
messy experience. I came upon this wonderf-
ul opportunity during my apprenticeship
with Judith Bernstein, a New York artist. For
a week, beginning at 7:00 am each morning,
we commuted to Long Island carrying with
us all the gear we needed, which included art
supplies, surgical masks, hats, gloves, sweat
suits, and industrial soap, which certainly
was no beauty bar.
At first, I didn't believe Judy when she told
me how filthy I would become from working
with charcoal on such a large-scale- d draw ing.
Well, 1 quickly got the picture when I found
out that we couldn't even leave the gallery
without the director laying down a path of
plastic everywhere we walked or when the
waiters at the restaurant, upstairs from the
gallery, wiped our seat cushions with Fan-
tastic after we left to pay our check. 1 can still
recall one boy making pig noises after seeing
our faces and clothes caked with charcoal
dust. Each night 1 would return to my East
Village apart ment at 1 :00 am and jump in the
tub, only to Find it would soon turn a deep
shade of gray. The culmination of the week's
events occurred at the show's opening when
one of the artists, with whom we worked
closely, didn't even recognize me because he
had always thought 1 was a brunette.
Cornelia Wagner
West Germany
What was originally quite an embarrassing
incident later proved to be rather funny
(always in hindsight!). Fred Zinn and 1 drop-
ped into this music store in Heidelberg, West
Germany. 1 really wanted to look aroud the
shop and play a few instruments, with no
amplification (out of respect for everyone
else's sanity!). One of the owners stepped for-
ward and asked me (in German) what 1
assumed was the equivalent of "Can I help
you?" I had to tell her that I was an American
tourist (great, another one!) and that I spoke
no German. After consulting my Berlitz
phrasebook, I first said "I'm an American
(Ich . . . Amerikaner) and 1 don't speak Ger-
man. Do you speak English (. . . Spetchen . . .
Englishe . . .?)" She immediately began
cracking up and bursting with laughter. I
ended up saying that I spoke no shower
(Douche) rather than Deutsch! She quickly
told her friends what 1 said and they began
laughing. After a minute, 1 was told to look
all over. 1 immediately hopped downstairs --
what a bad scene! Fred remained and later told
me that they made sport of me for at least five
minutes.
Scot I Ellin
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The U.S. Government Printing
Office has put together a new
catalog of the Government's
bestselling books. Find out what
Government books are all about.
Send for your free catalog.
New Catalog
Post Office Box 37000
Washington, D.C. 20013
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St. Andrews
(Entry from journal of an OCS student at the
University of St. Andrews, Scotland)
April 30. 1986 9:30 pin
Tomorrow is May Day. The students get
up at 6:00 am and dip in the tidal swimming
pool -f- illed by the 38 degree water of the
North Sea's high tide down by the castle
ruins. They dry off by a bonfire on the
beach, then wind up the morning with Scot-
tish country dancing and a Maypole dance in-
side the castle. I'm not swimming, but I'm
meeting people here with an extra towel and
my camera. I'm tingling with some sort of
primordial pagan impulse to get up at 4:30
am and go for a run on the beach as a spring
ritual. My alarm clock is all set it remains to
be seen whether the bod carries through.
May I, 1986 9:55 aw
May morning madness. I wonder what it is
that gives us so much satisfaction as we bare
our skins to the elements something about
the day maybe. My alarm went off at 4:30
Tokyo
Being tired of the city life, a friend and I
decided to spend a long weekend hitchhiking
in the countryside north of Tokyo. After
spending half of the day getting out of
Tokyo, finding the right train, catching rides,
getting lost and trying to speak Japanese to
people who could help us find our way, we
wound up in an area that was actually famil-
iar to us, Tochigi-Ke- n.
Just three months earlier we had been there
living on farms, and now we were back in the
same train station. We walked to the "main"
road and held out our sign which said ever
so specifically "north." After waiting five
minutes a guy about the same age as us of-
fered us a ride to the next town. We piled
ourselves and our backpacks into the car and
J- -
am. I got up then and Andy arrived on his
bike at the same lime. We ran out to the end
of the beach and back -- gorgeous. Slate blue
clouds all over the West, and the sun came up
while we ran. It sort of colored the sky by
spreading slowly from the horizon up. The
whole sunrise was reflected in the little pud-
dles between the ridges of the bare sand.
Even the dunes were pink. Our shadows had
long spidery legs. We got back to the hall,
grabbed cameras and ran down to the castle
ruins-g- ot there at 6:00 am on the nose. It's
part of the St. Andrews student tradition to
swim a lap in the tidal pool. There must have
been two hundred people who swam, and
more just watching. There were some un-
earthly yells when bods hit water. We stayed
for the bonfire and to dance some reels. Got
back at 7:30, with a lion's appetite and feeling
decidedly confused -- we were up so early and
the day had been going for so long that it
seemed like it ought to be later.
Amy Sut cliff
drove off. Soon the guy who had picked us
up began to talk so quickly and animatedly
that I lost concentration on what he was try-
ing to say and just heard sounds that made
no sense. Seeing the hopelessness of the situa-
tion, we began to laugh and he motioned for
me to pass some notebooks to him. He opened
the books to a particular page and then show-
ed me and my friend something which made
us stop laughing pictures of us! We were
startled. Soon, however the guy began to ex-
plain that he was one of the sixty or so
Japanese who went camping with us one
night during our farm stay three months
earlier. 1 guess 1 wasn't the only one taking all
the photos.
Alison Roche
TRADITIONAL CLOTHING FOR MEN
Woolrkh Sero Thomson Jantzen Lee
Arrow Brigade Austin Reed London Fog
Colonial Men's Wear
Kenyon Students Entitled to a 10 Discount Throughout the Year
101 South Main Street, Mount Vernon
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Soviet Union
We had been in the Soviet Union for
almost a week, and our group of four guys
and twelve girls was aboard its first Soviet
train on a journey from Moscow to Kiev. The
girls had joined us in our cabin in order to
celebrate this momentous occasion. Our
celebration was held in the strictist Russian
tradition which involved taking a curious
clear liquid known locally as "vodka" and
pouring it en masse down the esophagus
an action called "drinking." -
All was proceeding quite well when one of
our number, Jonellc, noticed a face and a
bottle of wine peering in at us through the
open door. Since our vast experience of four
days had taught us that Russians were fun
people, Jonelle decided to invite the man and
his pet bottle of wine to join us.
The man, whose name, surprisingly
enough, was Boris, seemed to be quite friend-
ly, and we spent some time toasting each
others' health and pretending that each party
understood what the other was saying. Final-
ly, though, Boris decided that he wanted to
go to bed, which was fine except thai he
wanted to include two or three of the girls in
his nocturnal plans. When we protested,
Boris became rather irate. We eventually
managed to calm down Comrade Boris, and
for the time being he contented himself with
holding me in a position known as
"headlock." Since I figured he was merely be-
ing playful, I sat calmly as he held me close
and slurred incomprehensible Russian words
. into my ear. After a time he let me up and ex-
tracted a large wad of five and ten ruble notes "
from his pocket. Curious as to why he held
them out to me, I asked him why. "Zhen-shchen- i"
was the reply he gave.
f 2
Kick Keller
Due to the disorienting effects of the train
ride and seven or eight mouthfuls of vodka, I
found it slightly difficult to recall the word's
meaning. Soon enough though, 1 remem-
bered the word and realized what he was say-
ing. Comrade Boris, capitalist in Soviet
clothing that he was, wanted to rent a portion
of my female companions. This was not a
good thing.
Upon learning Boris' intentions, my friend
Michael felt compelled to feed Boris two cans
of Heineken through the latter's nasal cavity,
and he began to make moves toward that
end. This, also, was not a good thing.
Fortunately, things worked themselves
out. My learned friend Simon, understanding
full well the efficiency of the Soviet state,
Engendered the assistance of the local govern-
ment representative who politely escorted
Boris to more comfortable quarters, presum-
ably in a town northeastward of Krasnoyarsk.
Saddened, we returned to drown our sor-
rows in the rest of the vodka. Sadness quickly
turned to joy, however, when we found that
Boris had accidently left us a five ruble note
by which to remember him.
So, having learned the great lessons of
socialism we put Boris' gift toward a new sup-
ply of communal vodka.
Rick Kessler
Travel3gfStore
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Athlete looks at NCAA drug policy
by Chris Fahey
The recent deaths of Len Bias and Don Rogers due to cocaine overdoses has heightened
the awareness of the use of drugs by athletes. As Kenyon athletes are learning this fall,
the NCAA is taking serious action to discourage the use of illicit drugs. This year the
NCAA will require all athletes to sign a consent form which states that he or she will
submit to spot drug testing at any national event. The policy states that "if the athlete
tests 'positive', the athlete shall be ineligible for postseason competition for a
minimum period of 90 days and may be charged thereafter upon further testing with the
loss of postseason eligibility in all sports for the current and succeeding academic year."
If an athlete chooses not to give consent, then he or she may participate in the regular
season but will be ineligible for postseason competition. The institution of this policy
raises some important issues for all Kenyon athletes.
One issue which is already of concern at Kenyon is a question of civil rights. Some
Kenyon athletes have refused to give consent, arguing that the NCAA is violating their
rights. Does the NCAA have the right to test athletes for drugs? In my opinion, the
NCAA undoubtedly has the right to test athletes for the use of any performance-enhancin- g
drugs. One reason is based on fairness to those athletes who do not use the
drugs. Personally, I do not go to practice every day just for the sake of practice. I prac-
tice because when the game comes up, I want to be ready to win. If I were to lose to
someone who was taking drugs to enhance their performance, I would probably be less
than understanding. Maybe the satisfaction of knowing I could have won would be
enough somewhere down the line. I really cannot be sure.
In any competition there will be a loser and a winner. If the athlete cannot become
good enough to win through practice and natural talent, then he or she needs to face
that fact. If he or she needs to use artificial means to win, then he or she is not truly a
winner. I realize the pressure to compete and win is intense in this society. The NCAA
may be "attacking the symptom rather than the cause." Forums similar to the one held
at Kenyon this past weekend are an important step in educating athletes about the
debilitating effects of illicit drug use. Equally important, however, are forums which
focus on learning to cope with the pressures of competition and society.
A disturbing fact is that the NCAA does not seem to be drawing the line at
performance-enhancin- g drugs. The list of drugs which will be tested for includes a large
number of drugs which are not considered performance-enhancin- g. In doing this the
NCAA may be overstepping its boundaries. Certainly the NCAA has the right, and
perhaps the duty, to educate the athletes about the adverse effects of drug use. Does this
right allow the NCAA to make personal choices for the athletes, thus violating their
civil liberties? The NCAA may unintentionally be adding to the already burdensome
pressures faced by student athletes rather than helping to alleviate them.
Admittedly, the NCAA is in a difficult situation; drug use cannot be condoned. At
the same time, however, athletes' private lives should not be invaded simply because
they occupy a prominent position in society.
X-coun- try places fifth, optimistic
By John Welchli
The men's 1986 cross country team is look-
ing to have a season like that of the 1985
women's team. This year's team is the
strongest in a few years according to Coach
Duanc Gome. Last year the Lords finished
sixth out of seven in the conference. The con-
ference breaks down into two groups, with
the top three learns battling for first place,
while the remaining teams battle for the
fourth spot. "The men are usually in that
fourth through seventh range and our goal is
to get into the top four," explains Gomez.
This year's team appears to have both
strength and depth. Senior captain Charles
Cowap will lead a team of younger runners
like sophomore Alex Hctherington, freshmen
Paul Marlow and Terry Milner, and junior
Justin Lee, who was the most improved run-
ner in the 1985 season. Mark Allison, another
junior who was a very strong runner in high
school, is running for the first time as a Lord
this season. Junior Scotl McKissock rounds
out the team's top seven. Coach Gomez says
of this group, "It'll be the strongest lop seven
since I've been coaching here."
Last Saturday the men had a five-lear- n
meet and finished iil'lh overall. The outcome
is not as bad as il sounds. Cowap finished
16th overall with a lime of 28:01. Paul
Marlow finished second for Kenyon and 20lh
overall with a lime of 28:20. Alex Hcthering-
ton crossed 24th overall al 28:35, and
freshman Terrv Milner was 29th with a time
of 29:21 . Justin Lee finished out the top five,
finishing 30lh at 29:22.
The men's team is looking good despite
their last place finish last week. They head in-
to next week at Case with a well-round- ed
team that may be battling for a spot in the
top three in the conference by season's end.
Tiie Woolsox Co.
Potpourri, cards, gifts,
wicker, soaps
Crabtree & Evelyn,
incense, etc.
115 S. Main St.,
Mount Vernon
392-093- 6
Experience a plus for Lady spikers
By Ann Davies
The volleyball learn sailed to a record 22
victories and went undefcaied in the con-
ference last year. The Ladies return eight let-lerwinn- crs
from last season's squad, in-
cluding five sorters.
"We are stronger skill-wis- e than last year,
with a stronger attack and better blocking,"
says third year coach Grelchen Weitbrecht.
Sophomore Holly Swank, an All-Ohi- o and
All-NCA- C selection last year, returns to the
front line, along with her sister, Shelley, who
also garnered all-confere- nce honors, as well
as earning a spot on the Academic All-Ohi- o
team. Sophomore hitters Chris Scyfreid,
Kirsten Holzhcimcr, Sarah Floiien and Kris
Snyder will also strengthen the front line con-
tingency. With such a wealth of talent, Weit-brcc- ht
anticipates being able to incorporate
more deception plays and a quick attack of-
fense, although she's quick lo note, "If we're
going 10 be successful, we have to have good
passing and we have 10 move off the net."
k
"Depth" is the word thai comes to mind
when one looks al the setters the Ladies
possess. While most teams utilize only one
setter, Kenyon will use three. Senior Barb
Evans, an All-NCA- C selection, will share
time with sophomores Marie DeJesus and
Heather Spencer.
Weitbrecht plans to add more options to
the defense as well as the offense. She plans
to use two defenses ihis year and wants the
players to be flexible enough wiih them to be
able to switch in the middle of the game. This
will put more responsibility on the setters'
shoulders, who must "quarterback" the
plays.
"We might start off shaky because we are
trying to do so many different things," Weit-
brecht remarks. How well the team does, at
Oberlin's Early Bird Tournament (Sept.
12-1- 3) will depend on how quickly the team
adjusts to the changes, but Weitbrecht thinks
that the spikers "have a legitimate shot at
winning it."
Although the Ladies were undefeated in
NCAC play last year, they finished a disap-
pointing fourth in the conference tourna-
ment. Weitbrecht believes that more consis-
tent play will bring the team back to the top
of the conference. "If we give more concen-
tration on being perfect ... on every point,
we're not going to have to worry about
whether we win or lose," she remarks.
Weitbrecht admits, however, that it is dif-
ficult to make predictions about the con-
ference race. Two teams that have been
strong in the past, Allegheny and Woostcr,
lost several key players to graduation, and
both also have new coaches at the helm.
Weitbrecht expects that theOberlin and Ohio
Weslcyan teams will show improvement and
says, "Seeing each team only once, we cannot
overlook anyone. We need to meet each
match with intensity."
The Ladies also have a tough non-conferen- ce
schedule, facing such perennial
powerhouses as John Carroll, Malone and
Walsh. The spikers will also clash with Marsh
University, a Division One school. As Weit-
brecht puts it, "We're not going to have too
many breathers."
Hockey team seeks offensive punch
By Liddy Smith
This past weekend the Ladies field hockey
team traveled to Ohio Weslcyan to test their
strength against the conference in a scries of
scrimmages. Their performance there pro-
mises a good season and showed that all of
their hard work has come together.
Most of the Ladies have relumed ihis
season, including eleven lettcrwinners. They
arc joined by a freshman class that is strong
in both number and talent. Co-captai- ns Chris
Fahey and Grctchen McGowan lead a very
talented senior class. Seniors Susan
Hogshire, Wendy Rccder, Harriet Stern and
Allison Tittle hae brought the team together
both on and off the field. Stem, Rccder and
Tittle return to the learn after spending their
junior years abroad.
This year's offense promises lo be tough.
McGowan and Slcrn will be helped by
sophomore Tracy Hummer, last year's scor-
ing leader. In addition, three talented
freshmen, Mary Beth Waldner, Betsy Jen-
nings and Danni Dais arc awaiting their first
Kenyon College goals.
, Defensively the Ladies are in very good
shape. Along with Fahey, Hogshire and
Recder, junior Amy Bowser, and freshmen
Davis and Nancy Rochal will combine lo
provide what will hopefully be an im-
penetrable force.
Goalkecping this year is very strong.
Jessica Brown, a junior, returns lo fend off
all opponents. She is joined by Sophomore
Susie Bloom, who last year, in her first
season in goal was very impressive. In addi-
tion, there will be three freshman goalies
Cathy Derrick, Judy Sheibelhul and Mary
Sherk.
The team this year is very flexible, with
many people playing new positions. Il is
hoped ihal with a little experimenlalion the
Ladies can come up with that winning com-
bination. Wiih close lo forty people on the
rosier. Coach Moore has a great deal of
talent' lo work with. In reflecting on the
team, Moore comments, "We have a lillle
more aggressiveness and talent at every posi-
tion."
The Ladies' goals for this season, accord-
ing to Moore, are lo be more offensive and to
score more. The Ladies have their work cut
out for i hem with a conference thai has im-
proved since last year, making all the teams
fairly eenly matched.
The Ladies challenged ihe Big Red of
Denison in their opening game of the season
yesterday. Their next home game is against
Woostcr on September 16.
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Maturity and unity hold key to winning record for 1986 Lords' football
By Lawrence Paolucci
This Saiurday the Kenyon Lords fooiball
learn will begin their 1986 season at home
versus the Fighting Hornets of Kalamazoo
College. The Lords are trying to rebound
from a somewhat disappointing 4-- 6 record a
year ago. The sub-- . 500 season of '85 was disap-
pointing for players, coaches and fans
because it broke a four-yea- r streak at over
.51X1. There are three keys to a successful
I9S6 campaign: first, how well a maturing off-
ense is able to put points on the scoreboard;
second, how well a revamped young defense
responds under pressure; and third, how well
the team comes together as a unit under the
leadership of the coaches and the team's
seven seniors.
Offensively, the team in 1986 Could have
much to smile about. Last season, the of
fense was the Lords' demise. They were
ouiscored 181 to 73. Despite this statistic, the
offense this season appears to be one of the
team's strong points. For starters, they return
the entire offensive line anchored by center
John Rhoads and tackle Brian Conkle. Addi-
tionally, the offensive back field appears to be
strong with the return of tailback Talal Al-Soway- cl,
fullback Scott Hinkley and quarter-
backs Eric Dahlquisl and Kevin Martin. They
The 1986 season looks bright for the
Ladies with nine of the starting 1 1 returning.
A young team, six of the nine starters are
sophomores. Kenyon finished in fifth place
in the conference last season with a 5-6- -1
record, 5-8- -1 overall. This year, rhey expect
to challenge the top three teams.
Two freshmen, Karen Riley (Rochester,
New York; E.J. Wilson) and Mea Fichelis
(Concord, Massachusetts; Concord Carlisle),
may be battling for the starting position as
the Ladies' goalie. Both had outstanding high
school careers with six and seven years ex-
perience, respectively.
The Ladies will be strong defensively as
three of .the four backfield players return.
These include All-NCA- C selections Mollie
Curry, Maggie Jones and Sarah Turgeon.
Another possible starter is senior Jocelyn
Kenton. Last season, this group allowed
fewer shots on goal than any other team in
the conference.
The midfield will be a rebuilding area for
Va fV trr1
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are all sophomores who should be much im-
proved alter their extensive playing time as
freshmen in 1985. The receiving corps should
be improved over 1985 as well. The squad
will again be anchored by All-NCA- C and
the Ladies, with the freshmen being called
upon to strengthen that section of the field.
The Ladies' forwards fired into Kenyon
history in 1985 by scoring more goals than in
any other year, shooting 40 percent more
often than their opponents. The Ladies were
paced by sophomore Stasha Wyskiel, who
totalled 28 points, 1.9 per game, and was the
NCAC's third leading scorer. Also scoring
for the Ladies were sophomore LaVerne Cer-foli- o
with five goals for 10 points and junior
Courtenay Cochran with three goals and two
assists for eight points.
This year, the NCAA has instituted a Divi-
sion III championship for women's soccer.
Kenyon will be striving to receive 1 of the 2
bids awarded to this region. Says Head
Coach Scott Thielke, "The NCAC is the
strongest conference in-th- e region."
"Our freshman class is outstanding and the
sophomore class has already reached that
level," adds Thielke. "This should be a very
good year for the Ladies."
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Pizza Hut All-Americ- an tight end Dan
Waldeck. This year he will be assisted by the
likes of Ed Bcemiller, John Compion, and
Barry Gisscr, who are all maturing, capable
receivers. Freshman Mark Lontchar could
also prove to be a valuable asset. In an inter-squa- d
scrimmage, Lontchar impressed
everyone with his two touchdown catches for
1 13 yards.
Defensively, the Lords have their work cut
out for them. Gone from the 1985 team are
the likes of Mike Dulske, Carlos Coficld,
Doug Thompson, Paul Restuccia, Adam
Davidson, Dave Lingafelter and Gentry
Sayad. Despite this exodus of talent, the
Lords this season still have a sound founda-
tion. Il will be anchored by linebackers Tim
Rogers and Pete Murphy, defensive back
Jeff Schlcich and defensive linemen Parrish --
Lent and Arthur Miller. Some new blood to
watch on defense this season will include
Rich Martin, Will Wilson, John Wilkcn,
Murk Williams and Alec Jerome.
The third key to a successful season will be
leadership, l or this the team will rely heavily
on its seven seniors. Waldeck, Schlcich,
Rogers, Dave Hanson, Jim Hinkle, John Ril
and Larry Shipman will all make valuable
contributions as leaders this season. Coach
Kindbom thinks maturity is the key to the
Lords' success this season. He comments,
"This year's success will be based on how
quickly we mature and the chemistry of the
team. This is a young group that needs to
develop its own identity."
Lords lose to Lynchburg, but defeat Illinois Benedictine in tourney
By Darryl Shankle
Lords' soccer got its season under way last
weekend at the Marietta Invitational. On Fri-
day, Kenyon played an extremely close match
(at least until the final minutes) against
Lynchburg, but came away with a 4-- 1 loss.
On Saiurday, the Lords notched their first
victory, defeating Illinois Benedictine 1- -0.
In game one, Lynchburg scored a goal in
the first half against junior goalie Chris
Barnes. Early in the second half, junior
Geoff Destafano tied the score with a shot
from about 35 yards away. The match re-
mained a stalemate until I.ynchburg was able
to score with 15 minutes left. Two more goals
by the team from Virginia came with less
t hun two minutes remaining. It must be
slated, though, that the Lords changed their
defense to a press, giving themselves one less
player on the defensive end. This, of course,
leaves them more vulnerable against an oppo-
nent's offensive attack.
"Their forwards played the ball well in the
air, and they were more aggressive," com-
ments Head Coach Jeff Vennell. "We were
disappointed because we had a letdown at the
end. Psychologically, that could have had an
effect on our Saturday game, loo."
Kenyon beat Illinois Benedictine 1- -0 ihc
next day, but the score probably should noi
have been as close as it was. The Lords out-sh- ot
their opponents by a remarkable 39-- 1,
bin ( heir attempts were always hindered by a
Benedictine player or a slightly inaccurate
kick. Chris Barnes slopped Benedictine's on-
ly shot, ihus recording his first shutout, and
victory, of the season. Sophomore Tom
Elmer .scored the unassisted game-winnin- g
shot.
Some good news and some bad news also
came oul of the Lords' opening lournamenl.
The good news is l hat Deslelano, senior Pal
Flood, and freshman Mario Del Cid all
played well as midfielders, according lo Ven
Ladies soccer sets high goals
nell. The bad news is that junior Dave
Bowser, a valuable player iwo years ago who
missed last season, may have suffered a
severe ankle sprain against Lynchburg. His
status for this weekend's action is not yet
known. In addition, starter Jeff Alpaugh, a
sophomore, did not play.
The Lords will be making a trip to Indiana.-- ,
to play DcPauvv on Friday, and Earlham on
Saiurday. Kcnyon's first of five home games
will be played on Saiurday, September 20
against NCAC foe, the College of Woosicr.
Lady harriers face rebuilding year
by John Welchli
A short time ago on a course not too far
away, the 1985 women's cross country learn
was one step away from going lo Nationals.
The 1986 season is not going lo be the sequel
which everyone has been awaiting.
Many of the names and faces of ihe 1985
team arc gone. Lasl year's senior captain, Bea
Hustc, and other seniors, Jenny Raymond
and Libby Briggs have graduated. With iwo
other top runners abroad for the year, what
remains is a team made up of one junior,
while the resi arc sophomores and freshmen.
To add insult to injury, last year's number
one lady harrier, Caialina Girona, is no
longer a member of ihc Kenyon community
due to financial difficulties. As if all this were
not enough, two of the three top freshman
runners arc out of action temporarily. Emily
Hancock is trying to work out some back
problems which have just rcccnily halted her
training. Sue Melville, another freshman,
was. bit by a dog while training last week,
received three stitches, and missed lasl Satur-
day's meet. The third freshman ai the top of
this year's list is Suzanne Aronoff.
Coach Duane Gomez is calling this year
"a rebuilding year." The goal for the learn
this year is to make it to Rcgionals, and the
most importanl part of this goal is to gel
Hancock and Melville back in (he lineup.
The main strength on this team is going to
come from sophomore Karen O'Brien and
junior Priscilla Perotti, as well as the strong
freshmen on the team.
The first test for this young women's team
was last Saiurday against Muskingum and
Marietta. The Ladies finished second in ihe
three-tea- m meet with 46 points. Muskingum
won the meet with 27 and Marietta wound up
third with 48.
The course was very hilly, so the times were
slower for everybody. The top finisher for
Kenyon was Karen O'Brien, who crossed ihe
line third overall with a lime of 23:50.
Suzanne Aronoff finished eighth overall,
running in at 24:31. Priscilla Pcrotta was
ninth crossing the finish line just 20 seconds
behind Aronoff. Sophomore Mandy Barlow
finished 10th overall with a time of 25:11,
and Alyssa Frank rounded oul the Ladies top
live finishing 16th with a time of 28:17.
Coach Gomez thinks that the team ran well
under the circumstances. "They ran pretty
well for the course, plus we've only had about
three days training. School starlcd later this
year. 1 don't know what happened. Last year-- "
we had almost iwo weeks to train for ibis
meet," he remarks.
Ncxl week the Ladies I ravel to Cleveland
for the Case Invitational where there will be
eight teams competing.
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Rabbi Gordon
continued from ntiiic one
Jewish studies." This now includes Professor
Mary Dean-Ottin- g who is teaching Jewish
studies full-tim- e. The Jewish community,
however, has remained somewhat
fragmented by lack of organization, explains
Gordon, who wants to become the central
pis ot point in the Jewish community.
Gordon claims that "when you come to
kenyon, you are aware of the Episcopalian
tradition" which means for many Jewish
students a de-empha- sis on their religious life
Housing Solutions
continued from page one
"
Reading pointed out that off-camp- us
housing at Kenyon is a temporary situation.
"This year we are making an exception (to
policy)." He stressed that relief of the shor-
tage was being evaluated from year to year.
Both Reading and Kushan stated that there
were no plans to expand the student body
or the housing at Kenyon permanently. Kushan
indicated that the Admissions Office would
like to see the campus population return to a
more manageable size of approximately 1400
students.
Currently, all students are housed and all
roommate pairs have been housed together.
The main position in solving the problem is
that "the housing system be viewed as fair
and consistent by the student body," claims
Reading.
IK
DEO--
for four years. Gordon feels that he can aid
students in "balancing optimal Jewish life
with a school with tradition and heritage."
He comments, "Kenyon is in a part of
America where Christianity is the 'norm'."
This leaves Jewish students "standing outside
the cultural consensus." Often Jewish
students, especially conservative Jewish
students, find it hard to identify with other
students, and in some cases, Gordon feels these
difficulties arise from anti-Semit- ic tensions.
According to Gordon, "Now there is a place
to go with the problems for discussion."
Gordon, working with the Union of Jewish
Students, is also offering a full range of ser-
vices for Jewish students. These include Sab-
bath Services on Friday evening for students
and faculty families at 5:15 in Nu Pi Kappa.
Gordon will also be available for counselling
during the afternoon at his office in
Timberlake House. Also at Timbcrlake is a
room supplied with papers, pamphlets, and
books for students seeking information on
Jewish life at Kenvon and elsewhere.
WKCO
continued from iufie three
educational broadcasting, coupled with fre-
quent up to the minute news broadcasts from
the Associated Press wire will provide the
campus and the community with a valuable
source of information and entertainment.
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Alumni Art Show
continued from nine three
Pavlovic's painting. It is pretty, but emo-
tionless and seems more decorative than con-
ceptual art can be. This is interesting and
really does make one think about various
issues, such as women as a consummable
commodity and the male as superman.
"The Pink Fireplace," a small abstract
painting by J. Scheey, is one of the jewels of
the show. At first glance it seems to have a
child-lik- e simplicity. On closer view, there is
a complex sense of depth and space as the
fireplace recedes. The glowing oranges and
reds are truly evocative of burning embers.
For this viewer, the highlight of the show is
the painting entitled "Fisherman" by Michael
Jensen. This may appear to be entirely
abstract, but the fisherman is there, bending
over a black fish that jumps up at him. In its
abstract, painterly qualities, this work is not .
3
unlike De-Koonin- gs' paintings. Although this
is more refined and restrained, the sense of
movement and action (both in image and in
the paint) is inherent in both. "Fisherman" is
very rich in both color and texture; the paint
quality is not only beautiful but it provides
insights into various methods of applying
paint to canvas. Another aspect of this paint-
ing is the apparent tension between image
and ground, painting and canvas, coloring
and drawing, and illusion and Harness.
This exhibition is interesting not only
because it shows what different Kenyon grads
arc doing today, but it is also a diverse
showcase of artistic endeavors and thus is
well worth seeing. Whatever your tastes in art
may be, this exhibition has something for
everyone.
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THE WEATHER VANE
GAMBIER
Hours: 11-5:3- 0 a, ,Monday-Saturda- y
Buy 2 pairs of earrings
and get the 3rd pair
FREE
Down the alley by the Post Office
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